
 

Poorna Vidya Budget and Proposal 2016-2017

Background 

Over the years a  number of efforts  were made to  improve the facilities and services

offered  to  children  in  Government  run  schools.  Despite  these  the  quality  of  learning

offered in many schools is far from satisfactory. Facilities such as library books,art and

craft materials,  music or sports activities not available to children on a regular basis.

Hence productive time of children is being under-utilized for lack of materials or teachers

in the classroom . 

Proposal

1. Continue support to the existing CPS schools at Shastri Nagar, Adyar Chenna 20

and Odaikuppam.Besant Nagar Chennai 90.

2. Add support for the CMS NS Garden Road.

The support for CPS Odaikuppam and CMS NS Garden Road will be through a shared 
computer teacher.

Objective

The aim of this  project is  to  establish a  well-equipped school with stationery,  books,

computer materials and with adequate teachers for Std  1stto 5th children for the 2 schools

below.

 CPS,Shastri Nagar school. Adyar, Chennai-20
 CPS Odaikuppam  Primary School.

CPS,SHASTRI NAGAR SCHOOL,has about 87 children as follows:

LKG&UKG 30

1st Std 15 



2nd Std 10

3rd Std 20

4th Std 8

5th Std 10

Total of 93 students.By 1st week of Julythere will be a slight increase in the  total.

   

The LKGand UKG section has separate teachers. The 1st to 5th standard has 63 children

and HM + 2 teachers. Shastrinagar Residents Association has appointed a teacher for1/2 a

day to teach computers and craft. It is to be noted that they have managed to increase

their strength this year.UKG is also introduced.

We have supported this school with uniforms after the Tsunami for 2 years. Asha Teacher

Ms.  Philomena  teaches  5th std.  We  have  found  the  school  to  be  very  interested  in

improving the education of the children and has participated enthusiastically in all Asha

Chennai activities. The children also participated in assessment test one to one..

The School conducted Science Exihibition made use of science materials which Asha

supplied to them last academic year.Mr Rajaram and me attended the programme on 29th

Feb.2016 International Science Day.

There will be 30 to 50 New Admitions this year School requested Asha for one set of

Uniform for these children only.

Teacher honorariumRs. 6000 x 12 Months + Rs 3000 bonus          Rs. 75,000/

(including conveyance& allowance if any)

Uniform for50 children ---                         Rs. 35,000/-

Educational Materials                 ---                        Rs. 25,000/-

Other Materials for schools (computer lab,            Rs  20,000/-

mats, drums, bureau, etc.)

Total Budget                 ---                        Rs.1,55,000/-

CPS ODAIKKUPPAM  PRIMARY SCHOOL  has about 129 children as follows:

           LKG               14



1st Std 7 in EM and 6 in TM =13

2nd Std 2 6inTM

3rd Std 17 in TM

4th Std 28 in TM

5th Std 31 in TM

Total no Students(2016-2017)=129

The school has HM + 5 teachers. They made a lot of effort to enroll the children this year

and were hoping to increase the strength to above 140 but that did not come through.

With our backing they believe they will be able to increase strength to these levels.This

school has been supported by us for many years them  and their children participated in

assessment test .

CMS NS Garden Road  has about 129 children as follows:

LKG               27

UKG 32

1st Std 15

2nd Std 30

3rd Std 18

4th Std 14

5th Std 14

6th Std 16

7th Std 18

8th Std 20

Total no Students (2016-2017) = 204

The school has HM + 8 teachers. They do not need any additional teacher. They want to

be supported with an additional computer teacher. 

Budget Proposal CPS Odaikuppam and CMS NG Garden Road

Honorarium Computer teacher  -Rs,10000 x12 + Rs 3000 bonus= Rs  123,000/-

Educational Materials                 ---                        Rs. 30,000/-



Other Materials for schools (computer lab,            Rs  20,000/-

Total Budget =1,73,000/-

Other common Expenses

Administration, Documentation: Rs 10,000 /-

Miscellaneous (Emergencies etc.) Rs 5,000 /-

Grand total for the 3 Schools  =Rs. 3,43,000/-
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